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About This Content

Grab your friends and set off for adventure in Trove, the ultimate action MMO!

Revel in the wonders of the Sun, Moon, and Shadow all at once with this brand new pack. Brimming with new content, this pack
features a whole mountain of mounts (including a pair of lethal skysharks), an alliance of allies, and a whole heap of super

styles.

Includes:

6 Mounts

Radiant Skyshark

Seat of the Sun
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Serene Skyshark

D’awtter of the Moon

Shadowy Carpet

Marauding Mormolok

3 Allies

Lunar Rabbit

Solar Ribbit

Shifty Shadowbat

18 Styles

3 Helmet Styles

3 Melee Styles

3 Pistol Styles

3 Bow Styles

3 Staff Styles

3 Spear Styles
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Title: Trove - Eclipse Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Trion Worlds
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2017
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meh...gets old quick i want my money back plz.. We need Buell XB12s and EBR bikes, please!. Pros:
- Progressing through the levels feels awesome. There is climbing, crouching, sneaking, sliding down ropes. Just from a pure
platforming standpoint, this game was very enjoyable for a action shooter.
- Arm Swing locomotion is amazing. I find arm swing to be the most immersive locomotion option. I find that with just pure
trackpad it feels too gamey and doesn't require me to be an into as I would want with room scale. Arm swing really gets you into
the game, it also has the added bonus of allowing for you to fine tune the speed you want to move. The only negative I had with
the locomotion was that there seemed to be a pretty low speed cap meaning you aren't really allowed to really start moving super
fast, for something that requires physical movement out of game I don't see why there has to be a cap that low.
- The enemies are varied enough that I haven't gotten bored of fighting them yet. I do wish there was a little bit more types of
enemy fire, for example if a enemy shot 2x as much, but every other shot was fired in a random spot near you, the room would
start to feel a lot more dangerous. I found as long as you kept moving you could largely be as agressive as you wanted to be with
little actual danger. It was kind of annoying that they would fire at you when you weren't in the room yet, but I did like that they
fire at you even when you were out of line of sight, just becuase I think more bullets in the room helps it feel more perilous,
even if they aren't actually fired directly at you. I also wish some of the enemy shots had more permanence in the world, I watch
a big green glob hit a wall and then nothing was there, kind of takes away from the immersion of those enemies.
- The varied amount of guns was pretty cool. All the guns felt appropriatly unique and had their own feel. The bullet trails make
it really easy to get a hang of aiming, which just allows the player to feel cooler. When I had to make decisions about what guns
to leave behind I would often be kind of stumped at what my worst gun was, which to me is awesome when I am choosing more
for gun feel and not just power.

Cons:
 - I'm not sure if trying to just get higher scores is a large enough draw for me to continue playing this game once I complete the
story.

While I really enjoyed playing this game, and I think it was 100% worth what I payed for it, I can't see myself playing it nearly
as much as I play Sairento or Rec Room. I would love to see proceduraly generated levels to allow for unique playthroughs over
and over again. Part of this is the lack of exploration in the currently levels, they are very strait forward in a way that it almost
feels like it's on rails at some points. I would love to see more side paths / alternative paths / hidden secrets. All the guns are
currently just kind of given to you as you walk through levels, I would love for there to be more hidden off the path things.
(Unless there are and I just missed them all...then they are too well hidden becuase I never noticed anything).

For an early access, this felt like a surprisingly complete game. I do think that the price is a little high for what it is right now,
but it was still enjoyable and if it continues to recieve updates I could see this growing into that price easily. With some early
access improvements this product could really shine.

. It is my Favorite plane is fsx. Wonderful graphics. check out my profile for f16 screenshots. Basically, if you like match 3
games, don't let the negative reviews bother you, it's great.

For me the only time a ported game is bad is if there's microtransactions or the UI is rubbish for a PC game. Neither of these
occur here. Yes, there are daily rewards, but I don't think they are required to beat the game - definately not on the easier
setting.

There's 200 levels to clear, which is twice as many as most of the match 3 games I've played and since all but the first couple
levels have multiple boards to clear, there's a ton of match 3 goodness to be had! I liked the rpg elements and the dialogs with
NPCs have some funny moments. I would recommend picking it up on sale, though even at full price, you get your moneys
worth.. Be prepared to contort, suck in your gut, hold your breath, crawl around your playspace, and laugh.

Performance wasn't great before on a minimum-spec machine. Not sure if it was my GPU upgrade or the recent update, but
runs great now.. Not my cup of tea. Half of the screenshots and video isn't even in the build I only downloaded it to try it out,
and in my opinion it is not fun except for the bowling simulator.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/-ynK7Vsn7Po

Basically its a survival horror. Very much an Alone in the dark or Resident evil knockoff.
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And in all honesty it's not great. Visuals are average, with this weird monochrome for outdoors and a vignette effect for indoors.
And the less said about the zombies the better.

Biggest problem is the camera views. You have cinematic which is fixed camera angles like the original RE games. Then you
have follow cam. This is an over the shoulder view like the modern RE games. Problem is the camera is fixed in such a way
your character is off to the left of the screen and far too close. With no way to move the camera back, or at least over the other
shoulder this makes the FOV feel really restricted.

Combat is not much better sadly. I found just spamming the crowbar as fast as I could to be the most viable strategy as anything
else just lead to getting hit. In fact the crowbar seems to be better than the gun...

At least the puzzle elements are somewhat decent, however again some odd choices as some allow you to auto solve them, and
some don't.

Then there are some performance oddities. Despite having selected 60FPS in the launcher, I still got screen tearing. And now
and again I would get some FPS drops.

At least it's made by a genuine indie Dev, and not the usual unity asset flip zombie knockoff. So while not the worst survival
horror on steam, there are many far better games. Would grab this on sale only.

. Hello,
 i eagerly bought this game thinking it is what it claims it is, unfortunately i waisted time and money on it, first of all the
controllers are not responsive from within the game, grips don't work, so as movements and menus, basically nothing works
inside, u just wander around with arrows hitting you from everywhere with nothing you can do, Unless serious improvement is
done on the game, I don't recommend it at all.
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Disclaimer: This is the first game from GameHouse that I have played, but I've seen many more of them on Twitch (Delicious,
Fabulous, Dr. Cares, Heart's Medicine, etc.).

This is yet another fabulous game from GameHouse. It's their same formula: a dash of drama, lovable characters, and a familiar
time management style. The system for each level is easy to pick up. It's based entirely on clicking your mouse and paying
attention. As a note, though, the variety in this particular installment surprised me. Unlike previous incarnations between the
series, you aren't limited to one genre. You will serve food, sell school supplies, make dresses, and so on in 'Angela's High
School Reunion'. It's not nearly as strict as its predecessors, which can be a nice relief here and there.
(If you want a time management game limited to fashion, I would recommend 'Angela's Fashion Fever' over this one.)

Oh! A tip: if you can't find the mouse right away, hit the pause button. The menu will slide out and cover part of the screen.
This allows you to scan the area thoroughly. If the mouse isn't to be seen in the greater part of the level left uncovered, then it's
probably behind where the menu is. It's an easy way to either locate the mouse or narrow down where it is.

Achievement Advice: you will get almost all of them through playing naturally. 1. As far as Carl's achievement is concerned,
you only need to find him on all 60 levels. Challenges don't count. 2. Endless mode doesn't apply to any achievements. It's only
useful for farming stars \/ money (which, truthfully, is easier and faster on regular levels).

Good luck and have fun !. I'm on the fence on this one. The idea of Crayon Physics meets platforming intrigued me. The
puzzles are pretty good, and the devs are generous (maybe a little too much) to provide the solutions to each puzzle in the form
of a jigsaw puzzle in-game. But often, I'll have a solution in mind but not be able to execute it, and I can't tell whether the fault
is with my solution or with the pixels not being aligned just right. To get a piece of a solution to work usually takes a dozen tries.
This isn't helped by the fact that the character can't seem to swim in shallow waters or hop over an obstacle that's just a little too
high.

A good concept, but I'd only recommend it when it's on sale.. It's likely that anyone reading reviews for Avadon 3 has likely
played the first two, and perhaps some other games by Spiderware Software too. "More of the same" is an accurate description,
since there haven't been any huge changes to the game, and it's a continuation of the story that began and progressed in the first
and second games. This time round, Avadon finds itself in the awkward situation of having two keepers, as well as fighting a
prolonged, fractured war on several different fronts from enemies both within and without the Pact. You're a young Hand who's
been dropped into the middle of this confusing situation and - as with any other Spiderweb game - you're supposed to navigate
through the events of the game via combat and intrigue while deciding which of several imperfect factions deserves your
support the most.

The UI is mostly the same, with a few cosmetic changes here and there (nothing that'll confuse anyone who's played the first
two games). The mechanics feel very similar too. The only major changed I noticed was that you now recover all mana after a
fight, instead of some of it (in my opinion it makes the game easier, seeing as now no longer have to "hold back" your most
powerful spells, since all your spell energy will recover after a fight anyway, except for a tiny slither in the event that you get
knocked unconscious). The skill trees have been changed slightly, but it's nothing too major. There's some new spells for mages,
although I feel like one AoE one in particular is a little OP.

Although I get the impression I'm only about a quarter of the way into the game, I can already feel my loyalties being tugged in
at least three different directions. In between trying to end both a civil and a foreign war, there are plenty of opportunities to
make money,♥♥♥♥♥♥people off and gather potted plants for your lovelorn enemies. There are several new companions to get
to know, along with some returning faces, and following in the style of the previous games, they all seem to have their own
niggling problems that they'll pester you with.

Overall, I've enjoyed it, but that's not too surprising considering that I also enjoyed the first two games.

List of cons I've found so far:
- Usual Spiderweb problem of minimal sound and perhaps too few sprites for the game.
- Suffers from lack of proof-reading (at least 7 or 8 spelling mistakes that I've found so far, along with a bit of strange grammar
at times)
- Khalida. Very solid platformer. Fun puzzle solving at a fast pace, challenging without being frustrating.. This game was:
- Predictable
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- Unsatisfying
- Where the f was the draug
- ANNOYING

This game was not:
- Fun in any way whatsoever

The game promises dynamic dialogue and a realistic companion. It has exactly none of those.

The music was nice. Gr\u00e5vik looks nice. That's it.
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